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“Then you’ll give your life to someone who doesn’t laugh at your tears 

One day you’ll find the answers to your fears 

You’re moved by a day of sun, you rock your dreams in a blanket of stars 

sometimes Love seems to fill your heart 

Oh, oh, it is just another rainbow after another storm 

but sometimes the rain never stops……. 

The insults of your father, they hurt you so 

you try not to cry for the mockeries of your schoolmates 

You are what you are, and that’s all, you don’t know if it’s right or wrong 

You feel like a white rose in a field of stones 

But the clouds in the sky are all the same, it doesn’t matter where they go, 

where they’ll be carried by their Love 

Tell me how many rainbows, tell me how many storms ‘till I’ll be free to love……. 

 

An old man left alone, a whore lost in her tears 

A poet in love living in the streets 

Thousands of little stories for the memories of a town 

A breath of voices moved by the wind that time fades away 

 

Another dinner waiting; he’s coming back from the pub 

You don’t know if you’re beaten or you’re loved 

You think about the way you were before dark destroyed your days 

You felt so joyful, he lived just for you……. 

But it was just a rainbow before an endless storm 

and now you need the sun… 

Tell me how many rainbows, tell me how many storms, till I’ll be free to love……. 

 

A mother mourning her son, a dog feeling so alone 

A man with no job falling in desperation 

Thousands of little stories for the memories of a town 

A breath of voices moved by the wind that time fades away 

 

It is just another rainbow after another storm, will I ever be free to love? 

 

An old man left alone, a whore lost in her tears 

A poet in love living in the streets 

Thousands of little stories for the memories of a town 

A breath of voices moved by the wind that time fades away”  
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